Andrea Cochius
Curtiusstraße 3-5
23568 Lübeck
0176 55122580
Mail: mail@andrea-cochius.de
Web: http://european-visions.eu

I dream of a society that has visions.
That is sensitive, emphatic and reflected.
I wish for a society, that sees beauty.
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen!
EUROPEAN VISIONS is an exhibition across Europe that reveals our basic human needs
and cultural characteristics!
About the sense of the beautiful and visions for personal life and society - described by
Europeans of all walks of life from all EU member states.
I ask you to support the project described on the following page, with the help of which we
learn to see Europe with the heart!
Simply fill in the questionnaire (participation free). A vivid presentation of the project,
the questionnaire and my artist 's life can be found on the website designed for this
purpose: european-visions.eu .
The questionnaire will be part of the traveling exhibition across Europe. Each participant
receives an invitation as guest of honor to a station of a EUROPEAN VISIONS exhibition in
your area!
The project has already received a lot of support during the concept phase: on the occasion
of a visit to the European Parliament in Brussels a sponsor has pledged the partial funding.
Furthermore, an exhibition in the European Parliament is planned.
Also Robert Menasse, who was awarded with the German Book Prize for his European
novel "The capital", supports the project.
Help make the dream of a united Europe a reality!
I look forward to your participation!
Ps: Do you have any ideas where the exhibition
"European Visions" could be hosted? You want to
promote the project otherwise or have questions?
Mail is enough!
Andrea Cochius
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Summary
The project
A traveling exhibition across Europe unites our society about their visions
and their individual sense of the beautiful - created by people of all social
classes from all EU member states!
For this I interview 28 professions through all 28 EU countries via a questionnaire
designed for this purpose (= 784 interviews in total). In a traveling exhibition across
Europe, the results of this playful study will be illustrated by evaluative graphics and
cinematic documentation. Also 28 individual questionnaires will be translated into 28
personal paintings / drawings. (The selection of the paintings to be realized will be
made in such a way that EVERY country and EVERY occupation will be exactly one in
one.) In addition, the project will provide education material for schools. Please also
notice the project page:
european-visions.eu.
The questionnaire
Each completed questionnaire will be visible in the traveling exhibition!
The EUROPEAN VISIONS questionnaire addresses the following issues:
1.) Who am I?
2.) What are my personal visions and dreams?
3.) How can our society be made positive?
To 1) (Description of personal taste): It is not the artist who determines the picture
elements (color, art style, picture motif), but the person interviewed by the questionnaire.
Due to the free choice of picture elements, the person behind them becomes visible when
the questionnaire is converted into a painting. Likewise, the preferences of Europeans in
terms of art.
To 2) (Description of personal experiences): The questionnaire lets you reflect on
experiences and desires that are of real importance in your life.
To 3) (Description of positive visions of our society): The questionnaire leaves
room for your visions of a worthwhile future of our society.

Support the project by participating in the survey or by investing in the
project by purchasing a EUROPEAN VISIONS-painting!
Because our life in Europe is not only a matter of mind, but also a matter of heart!
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